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1. Introduction.

77

The concept of abstraction is most important for mastering the complexity of process verification.
The reason is that abstraction allows larger processes to be constructed and verified hierarchically

as systems of smaller ones. For example, imagine a system SYS consisting of three components

connected as in Figure 1(a). Typically, the task of verification is then to prove that such a system

behaves like a much simpler process SPEC serving as system specification.

This proof is possible only by "abstracting" from the internal structure of the system as shown
within the confined area in Figure 1(a) and comparing the specification with the remaining external
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behaviour of the system outside the confined area.

Combining ideas of Milner [Mi 1] and Hoare [Ho], abstraction can be modelled by
distinguishing two kinds of actions in a process, viz, external or observable actions, and internal or

hidden actions, and by introducing an explicit hiding operator that transforms observable actions

into internal ones.

One of the difficult issues linked with abstraction is how to deal with divergence, i.e. with

the capability of a process to execute an infinite sequence of internal actions. That is what our paper

is about. We work in an algebraic setting where the intended semantics of processes is described by

algebraic laws or axioms, and where process models prove the consistency of these axiomatisations

(cf. [BK 1-4]).

We are specifically interested in the notion of fair abstraction as exemplified in Koomen's

Fair Abstraction Rule (KFAR) [Ko, BBK 2]. This rule has proved particularly useful in algebraic

protocol verification because it can deal with unreliable, but fair transmission media. For example,

in [BK 3] and [Va] Alternating Bit and Sliding Window Protocols were verified using Koomen's

Fair Abstraction Rule. Formally, KFAR allows to condense a divergence into a single internal

action. KFAR is justified in Milner and Park's bisimulation semantics [Mi 1,3, Pa]. This is a very

discriminating semantics where (divergence free) processes can be identified only if their global

branching structure coincides [BBK 2].

Starting from the idea that only linear histories or traces of communications with a process

can be observed, bisimulation semantics is too discriminating, and the linear failure semantics of

[BHR] or the equivalent ("musr-version of) acceptance semantics in [dNH, He] seems appropriate

(cf.[Pn]). This brings us to the main question of our paper:

Can the advantages of fair abstraction be combined with the simplicity of a trace

consistent, linear process semantics?

At first sight, the answer seems to be "no". Firstly, the original failure semantics of [BHR] equates

divergence with the "catastrophic" process CHAOS that makes any distinction of the subsequent

process behaviour impossible. Moreover, in [BKO] it was proved that failure semantics is
inconsistent with the rule KFAR in the sense that it forces us to identify finite processes which are

distinguished in failure semantics.

Nevertheless, in this paper we shall present a new failure semantics without CHAOS which

admits a restricted rule KFAR- for the fair abstraction of so-called unstable divergence. It is
interesting to note that KFAR- turns out to be sufficient for the protocol verifications in [BK 3,

Va]. We demonstrate the usefulness of KFAR- by treating a small, idealised protocol due to [Par].

The proposed semantics differs also from all versions of acceptance semantics discussed in [dNH,

He].

In fact, we shall present a systematic analysis of axiom systems and semantic models
centering around the notions of abstraction and divergence. Both the exposition and the elegance of

the various axiomatisations are greatly enhanced by introducing a process A (pronounced "delay")

modelling divergence. A is inspired by Milner's delay operator in SCCS [Mi 3]. With the symbols

..--
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8 and T denoting deadlock and internal action, the main theories about divergence can be
characterised by simple equations about A:

as starting point a (new) bisimulation semantics with explicit divergence A,

bisimulation semantics of [Mi 1, Pa] with fair abstraction: A t,

a (new) failure semantics with explicit divergence A,

failure semantics of [BHR, BR] with catastrophic divergence which is equivalent to the

"must"-version of acceptance semantics in [dNH, He]: A8 = A,

finally, the main new failure semantics with fair abstraction of unstable divergence: AT = T.

The details are explained in the rest of this paper.

2. Bisimulation Semantics with Explicit Divergence: BSA

2.1. Algebraic setting.

The signature of processes contains a set A of atomic processes a,b,c,... modelling observable
atomic actions, and the following characteristic processes:

8 - modelling deadlock,

a - empty process modelling termination,

- modelling an internal or hidden action.

As process operations we admit, for I c A:

+ binary infix operation modelling nondeterminism,

- binary infix operation modelling sequential composition,

unary infix operation modeling abstraction from or hiding of all actions in I.

The above notation is chosen for its conciseness. Deadlock 8 corresponds to NIL in CCS [Mi 1]
and STOP in TCSP [BHR, Ho]. Termination e and sequential composition x.y are not present in
CCS but in TCSP where they are denoted by SKIP and x;y, respectively. Often we simply write xy
instead of x.y. The symbols t and + are taken from CCS. For finite sums weuse the convenient
abbreviation 1, e.g.

E xk = xl + + xn.

-

- =

-

-

-

T

-

{1,...,n)

1
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(This notation is justified because + is commutative and associative: see the axioms in Table I.)

The hiding operator T1(x) is from TCSP where it is written as x I. The notation rile) is

chosen to remind us that in x all actions a E I are renamed into t (see Table 1 again). In CCS hiding

is always coupled with parallel composition, a solution which would obscure our present analysis.

In fact, we do not consider parallel composition II here because the problems with abstraction and

divergence arise already without this operation. However, we see no difficulties in adding the II of

[BK 1] to the results in our paper.

Observably infinite processes are introduced by recursive definitions. We consider possibly

infinite, guarded systems

E(x) = {xk = Tk(x) k K)

of recursive equations where x is a finite or infinite set x = xk{ I k E K) of variables with index set

K and where each right hand side term Tk(x) is constructed from variables of x, constants of A U

{8, e, r} and the operations + and . but not rj. Guarded means that for every k E K there is some

expansion Sk(x) of xk by E(x) such that each occurrence of xk in Sk(x) is preceded by some

observable action a E A. Thus a hidden action t is not sufficient for guardedness. For example, the

system { x1 = x2, x2 = a.x1} is guarded, but {x1 = T.x1} is not.

We require that such systems have solutions (Recursive Definition Principle RDP) which are

moreover unique (Recursive Specification Principle RSP). These principles together with the basic

axioms about e, 8, T and +, tj are given in Table 1 (next page).

Axioms A1-5 describe the general properties of . and +. Axioms A6 and A7 deal with

deadlock 8: by A7 there is no subsequent behaviour possible after 8, and by A6 deadlock is
discarded in the presence of another nondeterministic alternative. A6 is typical for global
nondeterminism (cf. [BMOZ]). Axiom A8 characterises e as the purely terminating process.

Abstraction is described in two groups of axioms: TI1-4 describes the hiding operator T1 as a
simple renaming operator that renames every action a E I into T; how to deal with T is then

described by Milner's T-laws T1-3 [Mi 1].

To illustrate the use of these axioms we derive the following consequence.

PROPOSITION 1. For any z the term x = t(z + y) solves the (unguarded) equation x = TX + y.

PROOF. x =wet t(z + y) =1 T(z + y) + z + y =iA3i t(z + y) + z + y + y =1T21

'r(z+y)+y=.11 vt(z + y) + y =idef. + y. 0

Proposition 1 implies that in any trace consistent model (see section 2.4) of the axioms in Table 1

the equation x = + y has infinitely many solutions. This explains why we restrict ourselves to

guarded systems of equations when specifying processes via RDP and RSP.

E

xl

tx
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Table 1

General Properties:

x+y=y+x A l

(x + y) + z = x + (y + z) A2

x+x=x A3

(x + y)z = xz + yz A4

(xy)z = x(yz) AS

8+x=x A6
6x=& A7

cx=xc=x A8

Abstraction:

TI(a) = t where a E I

Tgy) = y where y I TI2

Ti(x + y) = TI(x) + Ti(Y) TI3

T1(x.y) = T1(x).TI(y) 114

Recursion:

cct=a T1

Tx + x = Tx T2
a(Tx + y) = a(Tx + y) + ax T3

3x: E(x) RDP
E(x) = E(yl

x = y

In the above axioms, a ranges over A, a over A U {T}, y over A U [8, e,
and E(x) stands for a guarded system of equations.

RSP

2.2. Abstraction and Divergence.

The main concern of our paper is how to apply the abstraction operator T1 to recursively defined,

infinite processes. Consider the equation

x = i.x + y (*)

with i E I. In fact, take I = {i}. Applying T{j} to x with the help of 111-4 just gives

T{i}(x) = T. T{i}(x) +

TI 1

T}
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an unguarded recursive equation which by Proposition 1 has infinitely many solutions. But looking

at the unique process x satisfying (*) the behaviour of T{i}(x) should be clear intuitively: T{i}(x)

either takes (after finitely many i-steps) the y-branch to behave like T{i}(y) or it pursues an infinite

sequence of hidden i-steps, i.e. it diverges.

Thus abstraction (or hiding) and divergence are intimately linked with each other. To express

this fact, we use an idea of Milner [Mi 3] and introduce a new characteristic process:

A - pronounced "delay" modelling divergence.

The application of T1 to recursive processes can now be explained by the following Delay Rule DE,

which is parameterised with n > 1:

Vk E Zn: xk = ik.xk+ + yk , ik E I

Vx0) = A.tI(EkE Zn yk)

DEn

Here Zn = {0,...,n-11 and addition in the subscripts works modulo n. For n = 1 the rule applies to

(*), yielding

t{i}(X) =

Putting y = e we obtain A = T{i}(x) which by the previous axioms yields:

COROLLARY 1. (i) A = A + e, (ii) A = TA, (iii) A = TA + e.

PROOF. First we derive

A = To}(x) =[def. x] tip (iX + a) =p11-41 T. c{i}(X) + E = TA + e.

Now (i) and (ii) follow immediately:

A = TA [A3] TA+e+e=A+e,
A = TA + e =[A3] TA + TA + e = TA + A = =TA

0

Equation (i) says A may terminate, (ii) says A can perform arbitrarily many hidden T-steps,

and (iii) combines both properties. We add one further axiom about A saying that A has no

observable actions:

1

(iii):

T1(A) = A T15
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The resulting axiom system, i.e. Table 1 + DEn + TI5, we call BSA.

2.3. A model for BSA.

Axiomatic systems must be logically consistent, i.e. possess a model satisfying their axioms.

Well-known are tree models for processes [Mi 1, He]. Here we build a model by dividing out a
suitable equivalence on the domain of process graphs which represent the state-transition diagrams

of nondeterministic automata.

A process graph is a rooted, directed multigraph. In this paper a process graph will always

be finitely branching. Its nodes (states) are marked "open" (final states) or "closed" (other states)
and its edges (transitions) are labelled by elements of A U M. Process graphs may contain cycles
but not at their roots.

Let a be the set of all finitely branching process graphs, with g,h G a. Atomic and
characteristic processes are represented as follows:

a =

Figure 2 (a)

6 = =

(c) (d)

The sum g + h is obtained by identifying the roots of g and h where "open" wins, the product g.h
by appending h at all "open" nodes of g, the abstraction T1(g) by changing all labels a E I in g to T.

As equivalence on a we take a version of Milner's original observational equivalence [Mi 1]

or better Park's bisimilarity [Pa, Mi 3] which keeps track of all divergences, called here
d-bisimilarity to A.

First we have to distinguish between different types of nodes in process graphs. A node is a
divergence node if it is the starting point of an infinite path with all edges labelled by T. A node is
called exit node if it is the starting point of a finite path with all edges labelled by T and ending in an
open node (modelling a final state). As usual we write for nodes s,t of a process graph g and a trace
a E A*:

s t

if there exists a finite path from s to t in g labelled by a sequence E (A U IT})* such that
a results from by skipping all fs.

5 =

=

It

r
(b)

°

.....

l .....X

ta
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For example, consider the following process graph with nodes r, s, t, u:

Figure 3

Then s and t are exit nodes, but not r and u. Moreover, g contains exactly one divergence node,

viz. s. Finally, we have

r s r t

A weak bisimulation [Pa, Mi 3] between process graphs g and h is a relation R between the

nodes of g and h satisfying the following conditions:

(B1) The roots of g and h are related.

(B2) Whenever sRt and s s then, for some node f in h, s'Rt' and t ==h t'.
(B3) Conversely, whenever sRt and t t' then, for some node s' in g, s'Rt' and

s
g

s'

Now, two process graphs g and h are A-bisimilar, abbreviated g ttA h, if there exists a weak

bisimulation R additionally satisfying the following conditions:

(B4) A root may only be related to a root.

(B5) An exit node may only be related to an exit node.

(B6) A divergence node may only be related to a divergence node.

Also Milner considers a version of bisimilarity which takes divergence into account ([Mi 2]).

However, his version differs from ours. For example in Milner's context the equation A(ab + aA)

= Aab holds, but not with our definition of bisimilarity. Condition B5 is not needed in Milner's

framework of CCS ([Mi 1]) because the notion of successful termination is not considered there.

However, recall that Milner's definitions of observational equivalence do not yield a congruence

w.r.t. the nondeterminism operator +. By adding condition B4, we avoid this problem.

We state without proof (see [BBK 2] for a similar proof):

ag abg g

==h
a

_-.Ml 13 3.

g = r

r u
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THEOREM 1. (i) ±2A is a congruence w.r.t. the operations in U.

(ii) Uiu, k BsA, i.e. modulo zi-bisimilarity the process graphs satisfy all axioms of BSA.

Notation: A(BSA) = It is well-known that bisimilarity preserves the branching structure of

process graphs.

2.4. Trace Consistency.

Exhibiting a model for a process axiomatisation rules out logical contradictions, but it does not

guarantee that the axiomatisation captures the operational intuitions about processes. The simplest

such intuition is that of a trace. We therefore require that a process axiomatisation T is trace
consistent , i.e. whenever

T x = y

holds for two finite and closed process terms x and y involving only A U {e, 8, T1 and + and . then

their set of complete traces must agree:

trace(x) = trace(y).

A complete trace is a trace ending with a symbol or 8 indicating successful termination (all, a E

A*) or deadlock (a8, a E A*). Formally, the set trace(x) is defined as follows. First, normalise the

finite, closed term x by applying the "rewrite rules" of Table 2. (In fact, we work with finite closed

terms x modulo Al, A2, A5 of Table 1.)

Table 2

Above a ranges over A U {T}

For normalised x, trace(x) is defined inductively as shown in Table 3.

a/L.A.

(x + y)z xz + yz

5 + x

5x 8

EX X

XE

at --. a

4

-
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Table 3

trace(s) = {8}

trace(e) = 141

=Ler) =
trace(a) = {a4}
trace(y + z) = trace(y) U trace(z)

trace(a.y) = a.trace(y)

trace(t.y) = trace(y)

Above a ranges over A

All our models will be such that they imply trace consistency. Thus:

PROPOSITION 2. BSA is trace consistent.

3. Bisimulation Semantics with Fair Abstraction: BS.

3.1. Fair Abstraction.

The Delay Rule DEn allows us to apply abstraction to infinite recursive processes, but the result
always contains A signalling divergence. This is disturbing because often one can assume fairness

in the sense that a process will never stay forever in a cycle of hidden T-steps but will eventually
exit it. Can we axiomatise this assumption? Yes, simply by adding the axiom

A=

to the system BSA. We will examine the resulting system BS. The Delay Rule DEnnow specialises
to Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rule KFARn

Vk Zn : xk = ik . xk+ 1 + yk , ik E I

tgxo) =1.cI(EkEZn Yk)

KFARn

of [BBK 2]. KFAR formalises an observation by Milner about his calculus CCS [Mi 1] and was
first used by C.J. Koomen of Philips Research, Eindhoven, in a formula manipulation system for
CCS (see also [Ko]). Fair abstraction means that TI(x0) will eventually exit the hidden
cycle.

A model for BS is obtained from the process graphs a by dividing out a slight variation L.

of the original bisimilarity relation of [Pa, Mi 3]: A(BS) = aitt (see [BBK 2]). In fact, is

{4}

L.

a
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defined as ttA, but without condition B6. Thus BS is essentially the semantics of [Mi 1,3, Pa].

3.2. Protocol Verification in BS.

The rule KFAR has proved a crucial tool in a number of algebraic protocol verifications including

Alternating Bit [BK 3] and Sliding Window Protocols [Va]. This is because KFAR can capture

well the idea of a faulty, but fair transmission medium. We will demonstrate this by treating a small

example.

Intuitively, a protocol is a set of rules describing how two processes, a sender and a receiver,

communicate with each other over a transmission medium [Ta]. The task of protocol verification is

to show that sender and receiver achieve a reliable communication despite a possibly unreliable

medium that may lose or corrupt the messages sent [vB, Ha]. Formally, a protocol can be
described as a system constructed hierarchically from the sender process, the receiver process, and

a process modelling the medium [BK 2, Par]. The rules of communication are then incorporated in

these processes.

We consider now an idealised protocol P essentially due to [Par]. Its components, the sender

S, the medium M and the receiver R, are connected via directed communication channels named

send, in, error, out, ack and rec:

Their behaviour is described by the following recursive equations:

S = send?.S0
So = in!.(ack?.S + error?.S0)

M = in?.(out!.M + errorLM)
R = out?. rec acid.R

For illustration, we exhibit in Figure 5 (next page) the process graphs denoted by S, M and R.

Using the CSP notation [Ho], input of a message along a communication channel ch E

{send ..... rec} is denoted by the action ch? and output by ch!. Intuitively, the sender S inputs a

message from channel send and forwards it to the medium along channel in. If S gets an

acknowledgement ack (from the receiver), it can input the next message from send. If, however,

S gets the indication error representing loss or corruption of the message (inside the medium), S
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retransmits the present message before inputting a new one from channel send. The intuition about

M and R can be explained in a similar way.

The protocol P explains how the components S, M, R work together. As in [BK 3] P can be

described using parallel composition II and encapsulation aH:

P = S M R

We omit these details here and record only the result of this construction:

P send?.P0

PO = in.P1
P1 .ram.P0 + putred.mh.P

denoting the process graph in Figure 6.

aH ( II ).

=

Il
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Here the action in denotes the result of a handshake communication between in? and in! performed

through parallel composition (see [BK 1,3]). Analogously forerror Qui and ack.

These communications should be treated as internal actions of the protocol, not observable

from the outside. Therefore the remaining task of protocol verification is now to show that the

system

SYS =

obtained from P by hiding all communications in I = {in, error, 01, ack}, behaves like a reliable

transmission line specified by

SPEC = send?.recl.SPEC,

i.e. to derive the equation

SYS = SPEC.

Intuitively, this verification depends on the fairness assumption that the medium M and hence

the protocol P will eventually leave its cycle of errors and correctly output the current message to

the receiver R. Algebraically, this assumption is treated by Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rule
KFAR. Its application to Po yields

T1(P0) = T.TI(out.recLack.P).

By the axioms 111-4 and Tl of BS, we continue

TI(P) = send?. T1(P0)

= send?.T.T.rec!.T.VP)

= send?sec!. TI(P).

Now the Recursive Specification Principle RSP yields

SYS = TI(P) = SPEC

as desired.

11
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4. Failure Semantics with Explicit Divergence: FSA.

4.1. The Question.

As we have seen, Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rule KFAR is an attractive means for the algebraic

verification of processes that involve some notion of fairness. KFAR is justified in bisimulation

semantics BS, a very discriminating semantics which preserves the full branching structure of

processes. Often this seems too detailed so that we would like to "simplify" the results obtained in

BS.

To illustrate this point we consider an example from [BBK 1] describing a small part of an

operating system, viz, the interaction of a printer with a file handler that might crash when
attempting to send its data to the printer. Let action "c" denote the occurrence of a crash and action

"dk" the succesful output of the k-th data item by the printer, k > 0. Then the final observable effect

of the interaction printer-file is given by the process xo defined as follows:

(B) xk = tyk + T.0

yk = dk.xk+ + T.dk.yk+ 1 + tdk.c

where k > 0. The process graph of xo is shown in Figure 7.

In the axiom system BS the equations for xo cannot be simplified any further. This fact is

proved by showing that in the model A(BS) none of the nodes in the process graph of xo can be
collapsed or deleted.
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However, looking at communication traces the behaviour of xo can be summarised very

easily: xo outputs the data items do, d1, d2,... in a row, but at any moment a crash "c" can occur

after which no further action happens. In general, such a linear, i.e. trace-like description of

processes is often adequate (cf. [Pn]). This observation brings us to the main question of our
paper:

Can the advantages of fair abstraction be combined with the simplicity of a

trace consistent, linear process semantics?

4.2. Towards a Solution.

We begin with the description of a linear semantics, first with explicit divergence A. The simplest

way of introducing such a semantics would be to add the linearity axiom

x(y + z) = xy + xz

to BSA. Unfortunately, we have:

PROPOSITION 3. BSA + L is trace inconsistent.

PROOF. Clearly, the equation a(b + 8) = ab + a8 is an instance of L. Nevertheless

2ace(a(b + 8)) = trace(ab) = {alr/} z { ab4, a8} = trace(ab + a8). 0

To achieve trace consistency, we take the more discriminating failure semantics of [BHR].

As shown in [Br, dNH, He, OH, BKO], this semantics enjoys a number of remarkable properties.

For example, in [BKO] it is shown that for finite processes without T failure semantics yields the

largest trace consistent congruence. Thus failure semantics identifies as much as possible without

producing any trace inconsistency. Moreover, in [dNH, He] it is shown that for (divergence free)

processes failure semantics coincides with a so-called acceptance semantics obtained through a very

natural idea of testing processes.

Here we axiomatise failure semantics in the presence oft and A. Starting from BSA we add

the following axioms with a,I3 ranging over A U {8;0:

a(13x + u) + a(13y + v) = a(13x + 13y + u) + a(13x + 13y + v) RI

+ y = + t(x + y) T4

Vk E IN: xk = ik.xk+1 + yk , ik E I

11(x0) = A.V;(011\1 Yk)

The resulting axiom system we call FSA.

Axioms Rl and T4 are derivable from the axioms for failure and acceptance semantics in [Br]
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and [dNH]. For finite processes RI completely characterises the readiness semantics of [OH]. This

is shown in [BKO] where a complete axiomatisation of that semantics is given. We therefore call

RI the readiness axiom. T4 augments Milner's T-laws T1-3 of bisimulation semantics; it is

explicitly listed as a derived axiom in [dNH]. For finite processes T4 and RI completely
characterise the failure semantics. This is proved in [Br, BKO], but also in [dNH] for the
equivalent acceptance semantics.

New is our way of dealing with divergence in connection with failure semantics. It is
axiomatised in the "infinitary" Delay Rule DE00 which extends the"periodical" version DEn in

BSA. To obtain a finite sum in the conclusion, we apply DE00 only in case of finitely many
different yk.

We examine the impact of the new axioms in FSA. The readiness axiom RI is a restricted

form of the linearity axiom L; indeed, for a4 3 E A U {8,T} we obtain:

PROPOSITION 4. FSA a(I3x + Py) = o43x + ot13y.

PROOF. Put u = v = 6 in RI and use axioms A3 and A6. 0

Clearly, this equation is wrong under bisimulation semantics BSA. We demonstrate the

effect of Proposition 4 by applying it to the final result of the printer-file example from above. In

FSA the equations (B) for xo can be simplified drastically, viz. to

(F) xk = T.dk.xk, +

where k > 0. Note that (F) results from (B) by dropping in each equation for yk the summand

+ T.dk.yk, 1 + T.dk.c .

The simplicity of (F) is best illustrated by looking at the new process graph for xo shown in Figure
8.

To derive (F) formally from (B), it suffices to show for k 20:

tc

-MA

I-
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FSA .r.yk = C.dk.xk+ 1.

T.31 =
+ T.dk.yk+ 1 + .r.dk.c) =

C.(dk(tyk+1+ Cc) + tdk.yk+1 + tdk.c) =

C-(dk(tyk+1+ Cc) tdIctyk+1 tdk.Tc) =
t(Clk(tyk+1+ C.dk(t.yk+1 TO) =

T. T.C11c(tylc 1 + =

TA1c(tyk+1 Tc) =
T. dk.xk+ 0

1def.Y1t1

[clef. xk+1]

[T1]

[twice Prop.4]

IT21

[T1]

[def. xlc+11

An immediate consequence of the Delay Rule DE =.° is the finitary rule DE(2):

xo = io.x1 + yo, x1 = i1.X1 + y , i0,i1 E I
DE(2)

TI(x0) = A.Vy0 + Y1)

(Note that DE(2) does not follow from from the "periodical" versions DEn, n > 1, of BSA.)

PROOF. To apply DEc, replace the second premise of DE(2) by the infinite system of equations

= ikAk+1 + Y1

where k > 1. 0

With DE(2) we derive the following fact about A:

PROPOSITION 5. (i) FSA I- A = A8 + e, (ii) FSA A(x + y) = Ax + Ay.

PROOF. For (i) consider the system of equations

Xo e

X1 = ix1 +8

Then

A = [A6,8]

A(e + 8) = [111-4]

Atii}(e + 8) = [DF-(2)]

COP& .- Pier&
Tio(Ix 1 + E) = (111-4)

= [DE1]

TA8 + e = [Car.l]

A8 + e.

1

.T.(dk.xk+1

+ +

+

cc)

+

xi(

= ix1 +

T.S{i}(xl) + E
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Now (ii) follows immediately:

0

[A3]

AS+x+A8-1-y=Ax+Ay.

The failure specific linearity (ii) of A is remarkable in view of the rejected linearity axiom L.

4.3. A Model for FSA.

We obtain a model for the axiom system FSA by taking the process graphs a modulo a suitable
modification of the failure equivalence = in [Br], called here A-failure equivalence =A.

Its definition is based on the mapping FA assigning to each process graph gEaa set

r[g] c A*x p (A U{J}) U .[T1 U A*.fg) U A*.{A}.

The elements of this set record the following information:

- failure pairs (a,X) with a E A* and X c AU {J} record the deadlock possibilities, i.e. the
moves that can be refused after a [BHR, OH];

the element 'T indicates an initial t-edge in g;

elements 04 record complete traces leading to an exit node and elements aA traces leading to a
divergence node or a 'subdivergence' node.

Formally, we define for a node s in a process graph g the set

init(s) = {alaE A and s ag t} U s is an exit node).

Thus init(s) records the initial moves from s and the possibility of termination. Further on, a node
is called stable node if it is not the starting point of an edge labelled by t; otherwise it is called
unstable node. For use only in this section, a node s is called a subdivergence node if it can be
reached from the root by a trace ap such that there is a divergence node t reachable bya from the
root. So in particular divergence nodes are subdivergence nodes. It is not required that the
subdivergence node s is actually reachable from the divergence node t; however, after inserting a

suitable 'T-jump' (to be defined shortly) s is indeed below t in the graph.

Given a process graph g E a with root r we define F[g] as the least set satisfying the
following conditions:

(F1) (0,X) E F[g] if r =lag s for some stable node s and the set Xc AU {4} is disjoint
from init(s),

(F2) E r[g] if r is an unstable node,

(F3) cr/ E f[g] if r s for some exit node s,
(F4) aA PA[g] if r =g s for some subdivergence node s.

Now, A-failure equivalence re, on a is defined by

A(x + y) = AS + x + y =

-

-

3t:

t

E

=1.°

7.0
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g h iff r[g] = rghl .

Except for its reference to stable nodes, condition Fl is as in [Br]. Conditions F2-4 are not needed

in [Br] because only finite processes without termination e and without Milner's nondeterminism

operator + are studied there. In particular, condition F2 ensures, similarly to condition B4 of
A-bisimilarity in Section 2.3, that A-failure equivalence is a congruence even for +. Note that a
divergence node does not contribute any failure pair (cr,X) due to the stability requirement in Fl.
Especially remarkable is clause F4: if there 'subdivergence' is replaced by 'divergence', the

resulting equivalence is not a congruence. (This observation is due to R. van Glabbeek.)
We can now state:

THEOREM 2. (i) mA is a congruence on U. (ii) FsA, i.e. modulo A-failure equivalence
the process graphs satisfy all the axioms of FSA

Note. The proof is routine, tedious and omitted. We remark that unlike Theorem 1 this theorem
crucially depends on the restriction that a contains only finitely branching graphs. CI

Notation: A(FSA) = . We remark that the way in which the model A(FSA) treats

divergence differs from the full failure model [BHR, BR] (see Section 5) and from the acceptance
models developed in [dNH, He]. In contrast to these models A(FSA) continues to record failure
pairs (cr,X) even after a divergence is encountered. It is this model property which enables us to
add in Section 6 fair abstraction on top of FSA.

In Proposition 5 we noticed the linearity of A in FSA. We can now "explain" this property

using a simple process graph transformation that is valid in the model A (FSA). This
transformation we call the T-jump; it is shown in Figure 9.

With the t-jump (and A-bisimilarity tiA) we derive in Figure 10 the linearity of A pictorially.

=A

a/mA

- -
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5. Failure Semantics with Catastrophic Divergence: FSx

We now come to the main point of our question: can, as in bisimulation semantics BSA, the
divergence A be abstracted away? Let us try the axiom

that yields Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rule KFAR when added to BSA. Surprisingly, we can use

the linearity of A to obtain:

PROPOSITION 6. The system FSA + (A = T) is trace inconsistent.

PROOF. By Proposition 5, A = T implies T(x + y) = Tx + Ty which is trace inconsistent
analogously to Proposition 3, 0

Another trace inconsistency of failure semantics directly with KFAR instead of DEco and

A = t is shown in [BKO].

So how did Brookes, Hoare and Roscoe [BHR], the inventors of failure semantics, manage?

They treated divergence as being "catastrophic": all processes with an infinite T-sequence from the

root are identified with the wholly arbitrary process, called CHAOS. We can express their solution

by adding to FSA the axiom

*4
(twice)

= A(x y)

Figure 10

A = T
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AS = A

which states that A never terminates. Call the resulting system FSx (x for CHAOS).

PROPOSITION 7. (i) FSx Ax = A (ii) FSx I- A + x = A.

PROOF. A + x AS + x = [Prop. 5]

Ax = ASx = [A7]

AS = A. 0

The equations (i) and (ii) characterise A as the process CHAOS of [BHR] that makes any
distinction of the subsequent or alternative process behaviour impossible.

As a model A(FSx) for FSx essentially the original failure model in [BHR, BR] or the
equivalent (musr-version of) acceptance model in [dNH] suffices.

6. Failure Semantics with Fair Abstraction of Unstable Divergence: FS

6.1. Fair Abstraction.

Thus failure semantics seems unfit for fair abstraction and to point to CHAOS. Also the different
versions of acceptance semantics of [dNH, He] do not help here. Nevertheless there is a surprising
solution. We can formulate a restricted fair abstraction principle:

This axiom says that a process will never stay forever in a cycle of internal t-steps if it can be exited
by another internal t-step. Since in AT the status of being divergent is itself unstable due to the T we
refer to AT as unstable divergence and to AT = T as abstraction of unstable divergence.

Let FS be the axiom system FSA + (At = t). In FS the following Fair Abstraction Rule of
Unstable Divergence KFAR- is derivable:

Vk E IN: xk = ik.xk+ + yk , ik E I
3kEIN iEI 3z: yk=i.z

11(x0) = "I(EkEN yid

PROOF. Applying the rule DEc. of FSA to the first premise of KFAR- yields

11(x0) AVIkEIN

KFAR-

=

= yk).

AT = T.

F
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Using the second premise of KFAR- and the failure specific axioms T4 and RI (more precisely its

consequence stated in Proposition 4) we derive further

TI(x0) = AT.TI(EkG0N yk).

A final application ofAT = t yields the consequence of KFAR-. 0

6.2. Protocol Verification in FS.

An inspection of the algebraic verification of the Alternating Bit [BK 3] and Sliding Window

Protocols [Va], which was done in the setting of bisimulation semantics using KFAR, shows that

this verification is also possible in the system FS with KFAR-. Thus KFAR- is an interesting
alternative to KFAR.

We demonstrate this here for the idealised protocol P of Section 3.2. Recall that P satisfies

the equations

P = send?.P0
1

1

PO = in.P1
P1 = error.P0 + recLack.P

and that in order to complete the verification it suffices to show

(*) TI(P) = send?.rec!. TI(P)

where I = error, 01, agio.
Consider the equations for Po and P1. Since the second summand of P1 starts with the

action o_u/ E I, the rule KFAR- is applicable and yields:

rj(P0) = T.TIColLred.ack.P).

Now we can continue as in Section 3.2:

ti(P) = send?. T1(P0)

= send?. T.TI(out.rec!.2s1.P)

= send?.rec!. T1(P).

Hence (*) holds in the axiom system FS.

6.3. A Model for FS.

We first introduce a failure semantics rthat assigns to every process graph g Ea a set

r[g] g A*xgo(AU{4}) U {T} U A*.{4} U A*.

J.W.

{Li

1

1
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Compared with F[g] no divergence elements aA appear; instead all (partial) traces a E A* are

recorded. P[g] is defined as the least set satisfying the conditions F1-3 of r[g] but with F4
replaced by the new condition

(F4*) a E r[g] if r '17f s for the root r and some node s of g.

Defining the new failure equivalence m* on the graph domain a by

g h iff P[g] = r[h] ,

we take as model A(FS) =

THEOREM 3. (i) m* is a congruence on a, (ii) A(FS) k FS.

We show only, in Figure 11, how the crucial laws AT = "C and A tare realised in A(FS).

+

1

F[r] = Pqr 1 , = fr,e,-Ou((e,X)IXcA) = F3E[ = F,E[Ar]

PE[A] = F**[ I ] = e, eq )

(Note that in the above sets E denotes
Figure 11 the empty trace.)

Clearly, these laws are not realised in the failure semantics of [BHR, BR] or any of the acceptance

semantics of [dNH, He].

7. Conclusion

The axiom systems BS and FS appear to be attractive for algebraic process verification. The

advantage of the "branching system" BS is that the full abstraction rule KFAR is available. On the

other hand, verifications in BS can be very tedious because so many distinctions are made -

*

(r,

6
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unnecessarily many the supporters of the "linear approach" FS might say. The simplicity of FS
over BS is best illustrated by looking at the set Char of finite process terms which are built
exclusively from the characteristic processes e, 8, T, A by means of . and +.

PROPOSITION 8 [KV]. Under the bisimulation semantics BS with fair abstraction Char contains
infinitely many semantically different processes.

PROPOSITION 9. Under the failure semantics FS with fair abstraction of unstable divergence
every process in Char is semantically equal to one of the seven processes: 8, e, A8, A, T, TO, T+TO.

These seven processes cannot be collapsed any further without introducing a trace inconsistency.

A disadvantage of the above axiom systems BSA, BS, FSA, FSx and FS is that each of
them treats all occurrences of divergence A in a process in the same way. Consequently the fairness
assumptions represented by KFAR or KFAR- are only of global nature; in a process built up from
several components it is not clear which one is responsible for this global fairness. In our future
work we intend to investigate axiom systems where different forms of divergence coexist. An
interesting question is whether this idea allows us to deal purely algebraically, i.e. by means of
equations only, with local fairness assumptions. If so, this approach would be complementary to
the work of Parrow where local fairness is expressed using temporal logic formulas in addition to
the algebraic framework [Par].

Acknowledgement. We would like to thank R. van Glabbeek for pointing out to us the difference
between our bisimilarity with explicit divergence and the related notion ofMilner in [Mi 2].
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Lauer: Do you speak about local fairness?

Olderog: We consider global fairness. For a process built up from several components I cannot say
in this approach which component is responsible for the global fairness.

Pnueli. Can you think of a system in which some of the occurring nondeterminisms would be fair
and some of the others will not and perhaps have an axiom similar to AT = t that will apply only to
the fair kinds of nondeterminism and not to the unfair ones?

Olderog: That would be one of the things one should try whether several copies of delay can
coexist; so that you have one version of divergence which would be treated in a fair manner (if that
is what you are referring to) and other versions which would just stay as signally delayed. I am
also considering of using this model for a predicate approach to process verification where I can
more easily express (at least for me at the moment) that actually the medium is responsible for

fairness. I don't see at the moment how one could do it algebraically. One would hope that one just
could state one more equation which involves symbols dealing with infinitary objects so that it can
only be applied to divergences whose origin comes from this medium. At the moment everything is
treated in the same manner in all these models. But I look formore distinctions.

de Roever In the intermission I was talking with a few colleagues about your results. One of them
signals that there is something funny going on. You have a nice model obtained by algebraic
means. The original model with chaos came out of the goal to make a number of operators
consistent with a hiding operator and I believe that this was the original motivation of Tony Hoare
and his group in Oxford to introduce this model. You are familiar with this model. You have been
in Oxford for a long time. Could you somehow say or does anybody ofyou have thought whether
there is also a denotational model for the operators you study in this paper?

Olderogz I think, for the last model with fair abstraction rules a denotational model can be given. It
is just a very simple extension of the trace model with upper inclusion as ordering on which I add
information about deadlocks. So I think, what has been done is a sort of separation, that the
phenomenon of deadlock is separated from the phenomenon of divergence. And I think, in the
original figures about semantics these things were mixed together. So the denotational semantics
would be a very minor extension of the trace model with the same sort of ordering: set inclusion.
The least element would be the empty trace. It would correspond to a fully divergent process which
never gets into stability.

Wirsing: What is the right formalism for program development and systems construction for
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distributed systems: first-order predicate calculus or the algebraic, equational approach?

Olderog. I sometimes ask myself why is so much done using the algebraic approach? I entered this

club to learn about this approach. I think, one of the reasons is that the algebraic approach seems so

conceptually simple. You just have to state very few notions (equations, signatures) and then you

can start. Moreover, Jos Baeten said it also: there are no hidden assumptions. This seems to be

attractive. Every step of the verification has to be done explicitly. However, this is also a
disadvantage because you have to do every small step. One has to elaborate a lot to get over all

these little steps. And I think, maybe, that by using predicates we could in one description cover

more and that some descriptions would be simpler than in the algebraic approach.

Apt: The disadvantage of algebraic approach which I see is a confusing variety of semantics. The

point is that, and I think your paper is a good example of these difficulties, that if one wants to use

this approach to verify some particular problems then the first issue is with respect to which

semantics. Your paper is a case in point that one can use a simpler semantics with respect to which

you prove correctness. On the other hand, there is still one hidden assumption why this semantics

is sufficient for our purposes, and in this variety of semantics, it is not easy to find a way through.

Olderog. For choosing the right semantics I would always hope that you use some principles like

agreeing on a very simple notion of equivalence and then work out the fully abstract model for all

the operators. That would be a convincing approach to a model for me. The first equivalence has to

be very simple like trace equivalence or saying, I am not interested in processes which diverge. I

have to be convinced that some model is good; so one has to start with very few principles and then

use some machinery to produce the model which could have more properties because of the context

conditions. Then I would be convinced, but otherwise I also would not easily like to use a model

which has some nice properties but which you don't overlook very easily. It's always the case that,

when changing little details in these models, it usually breaks down, an experience, most people
have made.

Pnueli: Just a very short comment. I don't think, this is a disadvantage especially of the algebraic

method. In the predicate approach you have exactly the same problem: many models and many

different semantics. The logic that we impose is just supposed to characterize a particular model. So

I think, the problem of variety and of choosing the semantics is equally bad in both approaches.


